Job Title
Project Manager, PRECISE (3 Year Contract)

About PRECISE
Precision Health Research, Singapore (PRECISE) is the central entity set up to
coordinate a whole of government effort to implement Phase II of Singapore's 10-year
National Precision Medicine (NPM) strategy.
PRECISE is part of the Consortium for Clinical Research and Innovation Singapore
(CRIS) umbrella of research-related business entities.

About the role
You will be part of the Business Development team and be responsible for
implementing and managing public-private partnerships to attract investments, develop
research and enterprise capabilities and create jobs for Singapore.
Individuals who are keen to see precision medicine create opportunities for businesses
and impact Singapore’s healthcare and population health, and for those who can
handle the diverse worlds of business, government and academic worlds, will find a
good fit for this role.

Responsibilities:
 Project development
The Project Manager is expected to work with the Business Development
Manager to facilitate the development of specific project agreements by
arranging and participating in technical and business discussions, developing
term sheets and project plans, facilitating review by participating organisations
and relevant departments, and managing relevant approval processes.


Project management
To ensure successful project execution and delivery, the Project Manager is
expected to take on tasks such as budget management, project performance
management and reporting, and project variations.



Other duties
The Project Manager is expected to take on secretariat role for selected
meetings and assist in other ad hoc duties assigned by PRECISE.



Future development
The Project Manager can expect to develop knowledge in intellectual property,
R&D contracts, project management, and a strong understanding of how to
apply technology to make an impact. As the Singapore National Precision
Medicine programme is rapidly evolving, the Project Manager may also be
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offered opportunity in business development, industry intelligence, and
licensing.
Requirements:
 Degree in Life Sciences or a related field; a postgraduate degree is an
advantage
 At least 6 years of working experience in research programme management
and/or project management in either academia or industry
 Some familiarity in contractual terminology
 Appreciation of science and technology development and innovation and
willingness to learn new technical jargons
 Effective and thoughtful written and verbal communicator
 Strong organisational and administrative skills; good negotiation skills
 Able to identify and contextualise stakeholder issues, and manage them
appropriately
 Willing, adaptable and flexible to take on other required/necessary tasks

Please send your application to career@cris.sg.
Please indicate in your email the following header: Project Manager, PRECISE (3
Year Contract)

Company Overview
The Consortium for Clinical Research and Innovation Singapore (CRIS), a wholly
owned subsidiary of MOH Holdings, was established in 2020 with the goal of
strengthening synergies and promulgating strategies for national-level clinical research
and translation programmes under the stewardship of the Singapore Ministry of Health.
The former Singapore Clinical Research Institute Pte Ltd was repurposed to form CRIS
which brings together five entities as business units under a common management and
governance structure. These are the Singapore Clinical Research Institute (SCRI), the
National Health Innovation Centre (NHIC), the Advanced Cell Therapy and Research
Institute Singapore (ACTRIS), the Precision Health Research Singapore (PRECISE),
and the Singapore Translational Cancer Consortium (STCC).
Additional Company Information
Average Processing Time
25 days

Industry
Healthcare / Medical

Benefits & Others
Dental, Miscellaneous allowances, Medical, Regular hours, Mondays-Fridays,
Business (e.g. Shirts)
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